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The All-New Smart Movement Revolution :
The KYMCO Like EV Leads the 

Modern Moving Life with Global Green Energy

KYMCO plays a very important role in the movement technology of the future 

caused by the promotion of global green energy policies. The Like EV, which was 

released this year at the Cologne INTERMOT and Paris Motor Show, will be a 

revolutionary model. This highly anticipated vehicle checks all the boxes of 

today's riders, and will meet all expectations at EICMA 2018.

The Like EV was introduced as a smart e-scooter with a navigation system using 

KYMCO Ionex. Combined with the retro-styling and the all-new “Noodoe” 

function, the Like EV is aimed at rider chasing something new and fashionable 

and who also pay attention to green energy.  Compared with other e-scooters, 

the Like EV is truly convenient and practical. The design of the LED headlight, 

signal lights, and taillight not only emphasizes the technology, but also enhances 

safety and recognition during riding.  The smart energy bay design integrated 

with the smart NFC induction pedals not only lowers the scooter's center of 

gravity, but is also ergonomic which makes the scooter easy to operate and also 

makes it easier for riders to move around. The addition of up to 27L of 

large-capacity storage space makes it easy to store a full-face helmet or three 

Ionex batteries depending on the demands the rider puts on the scooter. The 

built-in USB socket in the glove box and the easy hook under the front edge of 

the cushion are much welcomed designs.

The Like EV is the first model equipped with patented Biactron® power 

technology. The brushless motor has a maximum power of 3,200W easily output 

in the most energy-saving way, and the peak torque is 124Nm. Furthermore, the 

vehicle weighs only 110kgs , making it easy to handle. With consideration to the 

rider’s individual needs, the Like EV is equipped with a special reverse function, 

giving the rider the ability to easily move the vehicle in a most convenient way. 

The Like EV, equipped with Noodoe, can be connected to a smart phone to 

receive What’sApp, Facebook, and other social media messages and 

notifications. Furthermore, Noodoe not only offers Ionex energy station 

information, weather report, and a turn by turn function, but the combination of 

Noodoe navigation with the Noodoe smart instrument panel can lead the rider 

quickly and safely to their destination with just one touch.

There are currently number of different electric vehicle battery systems around the 

world. However, the Like EV can swap its 5kg removable battery at KYMCO Ionex 

energy stations. The rider can also charge the battery at home, or use the 

charging slot on the scooter itself to recharge batteries. For the times when the 

removable battery has been taken out for charging and the scooter is still 

needed, KYMCO has made a contingency plan so the rider still can use the 

scooter for short distance trips using the core battery design and zero waiting for 

charging time.

The Like EV which combines smart, green energy and fashionable technology is 

the most revolutionary 21st century two-wheel vehicle. With the prioritization of 

convenience and humanity, it will definitely change all riders' moving style and 

lead the development of the global electric motor vehicle.
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 KYMCO Like EV Specifications

MODEL NAME

Type

Power

Torque (Rear wheel)

Type

Capacity

Weight

Dry Weight 

Length x Width x Height

Seat Height

Wheelbase

Front Wheel Size

Rear Wheel Size

Wheel Material

Front Suspension

Rear Suspension

Front Brake System

Rear  Brake System

Like EV

Brushless DC motor

3200 W

124 Nm

Lithium-ion

Removable Battery：50V/13Ah

Core Battery：50V/10.5Ah

5 kg for each removable battery

110 kg

1935 x 690 x 1145 mm

805 mm

1315 mm

110/70-12

120/70-12

Aluminum Alloy

Telescope

Unit Swing

Disk

Drum

Note: specification may differ from the actual model available in your area.
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ABOUT KYMCO

KYMCO is one of the global leading powersports brands. KYMCO’s mission is to create personal

vehicles that win the hearts of consumers all over the world. KYMCO always goes above and beyond

to bring to customers the most thoughtful riding experience for everyday life. KYMCO’s current product 

range includes scooters, motorcycles, mobility scooters, ATVs and utility vehicles.

You can learn more about KYMCO at www.kymco.com

Company Name

KYMCO Group 

KWANG YANG MOTOR CO., LTD. 

Head Office

80794 No.35, Wansing St., Sanmin District, Kaohsiung City, TAIWAN 

Tel : +886-7-382-2526 (main) 

E-mail : service@mail.kymco.com 

Established

June 1964 

Chairman

Allen Ko


